Purpose: The majority of acutely admitted older medical patients are multimorbid, receive multiple drugs, and experience a complex treatment regime. To be able to optimize treatment and care, we need more knowledge of the association between different patterns of multimorbidity and healthcare utilization and the complexity thereof. The purpose was therefore to investigate patterns of multimorbidity in a Danish national cohort of acutely hospitalized medical patients aged 65 and older and to determine the association between these multimorbid patterns with the healthcare utilization and complexity. Patients and Methods: Longitudinal cohort study of 129,900 (53% women) patients. Latent class analysis (LCA) was used to develop patterns of multimorbidity based on 22 chronic conditions ascertained from Danish national registers. A latent class regression was used to test for differences in healthcare utilization and healthcare complexity among the patterns measured in the year leading up to the index admission. Results: LCA identified eight distinct multimorbid patterns. Patients belonging to multimorbid patterns including the major chronic conditions; diabetes and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease was associated with higher odds of healthcare utilization and complexity than the reference pattern ("Minimal chronic conditions"). The pattern with the highest number of chronic conditions did not show the highest healthcare utilization nor complexity. Conclusion: Our study showed that chronic conditions cluster together and that these patterns differ in healthcare utilization and complexity. Patterns of multimorbidity have the potential to be used in epidemiological studies of healthcare planning but should be confirmed in other population-based studies.
Introduction
Through the last decades, clinical guidelines and Disease Management Programs have been developed for single chronic conditions 1, 2 and hospital treatment has become increasingly specialized. The treatment of single chronic diseases has thereby been significantly improved. However, as the prevalence of multimorbidity is rising this development poses great challenges for the health professionals who must navigate in the complexity of multiple care pathways when treating patients with co-and multimorbidity 3 (the presence of more than one chronic condition in a single individual 4, 5 ). Consequently, patients with multimorbidity face increasingly complicated medical lifestyle with fragmented appointments, investigations, polypharmacy, and medical regimes. 6 Also, patients with multimorbidity are experiencing difficulties with access to information, 7, 8 lack of coherence or coordination in treatments 8, 9 and managing and adhering to treatment recommendation. 8, 10 Acute medical illness in older adults is associated with several adverse outcomes [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and the majority of the acutely hospitalized older medical patients are multimorbid. 16 The number of chronic conditions are highly associated with hospitalizations, including acute admissions, and patients with multimorbidity have a higher healthcare utilization in both primary and secondary settings. 17 However, a deeper understanding of multimorbidity that goes beyond counting the numbers of chronic conditions is needed. 18 Several approaches have been used to capture the complexity of multimorbidity. 19, 20 Grouping multimorbidity into different combinations or patterns of chronic conditions may be a helpful tool to investigate healthcare outcomes. A handful of studies have investigated multimorbidity patterns and their relationship with healthcare outcomes. [21] [22] [23] [24] Olaya et al (2017) found two multimorbid patterns -the cardiovascular/mental/arthritis and the metabolic/stroke -that were significantly associated with more use of health services. 21 Another study found four multimorbid patterns: Heart impairment, Metabolic-ischemic, Cardio-respiratory, and Cancer were associated with hospitalization. 23 However, these studies have only investigated healthcare utilization without taking the logistical complexity of visiting different physicians into account. To optimize healthcare resources to accommodate the need of both the patients and the healthcare system, we need to identify the healthcare utilization as well as the logistical complexity of the treatment in relation to different patterns of multimorbidity. The aim of this study was to investigate patterns of multimorbidity in a cohort of acutely hospitalized medical patients aged 65 and older and to investigate the healthcare utilization and the healthcare complexity among patients within these patterns the last year prior to admission. Furthermore, to study differences in the prognosis after admission among different patterns of multimorbidity.
Materials and Methods

Study Design
We conducted a longitudinal study based on data from national registries in a cohort of acutely hospitalized patients aged 65 and older. We studied patterns of multimorbidity based on the Chronic Condition Measurement Guide 25 using latent class analysis. Healthcare utilization and healthcare complexity were based on data from national health registers in the year leading up to the index admission in 2011. Time to death and time to readmission was studied in a period of 5 years after discharge. The study is reported according to the STROBE checklist, using the extension for cross-sectional studies. 26 
Setting
The public Danish healthcare system, predominantly financed through general taxes, provides universal, free and equal access for all 5.6 million citizens. It is divided into two sectors: the primary sector; covering general practitioners, dentists, physiotherapists, etc., and the specialized sector; covering mainly public hospitals and a few private hospitals. The Danish citizens are registered each time they are in contact with the national healthcare system. Therefore, Denmark has comprehensive health records. 27 At birth, all
Danish citizens are given a unique personal identification number, the central personal register number (CPRnumber). 28 Because of the CPR-number, linkage at the individual level between nationwide registries is feasible.
Study Population
The study population contains all Danish citizens aged 65 years or older acutely admitted to a somatic department in a hospital in Denmark due to a medical illness in a period from 1st of January 2011 until 31st of December 2011.
Data Collection
The analyses are based on data from seven national registers: The 
Outcomes
Measures of Multimorbidity
To assess multimorbidity in the study population, we used the Chronic Condition Measurement Guide to define chronic conditions based on ICD10-and ATC-codes.
25
Data on ICD10-and ATC-codes was extracted with 10 years of history as previous work suggest this to be an optimal follow-up time as 5 years is too short and 15 years do not add any more information when using administrative data. 25, 35 The Chronic Condition Measurement Guide is a guide of 83 chronic conditions based on registry data derived from persons aged 65 years and older. The 83 chronic conditions were compiled according to their pathophysiology by a specialist in internal medicine (OA), which constituted 38 chronic conditions in the list, e.g. the ICD-10 and ATC-codes for cardiac valve disorders; heart failure; chronic ischemic heart disease; acute myocardial infarction; pulmonary heart disease; cardiac arrhythmias; and heart disease, unspecified were compiled under the chronic condition: Heart disease (Additional file  Table S1 ). To avoid too few observations, the analyses included 22 chronic conditions covering 95% of the chronic conditions in the cohort (Additional file Table S2 ).
Healthcare Utilization
Healthcare utilization was assessed 1 year prior to the index admission and was described as: No. of admissions, defined as both planned and acute. 
Statistics
We used latent class models to classify persons into patterns of multimorbidity according to their distribution of chronic conditions. The objective of latent class analysis (LCA) is to classify individuals from an apparently heterogeneous population into more homogenous subgroups (latent classes) based on a number of observed indicators, in this case, the 22 chronic conditions. 37 The analysis consisted of development of a model to form the disease patterns. To be able to validate results from class development we randomly divided our population in three datasets of 43,300 patients. We determined the optimal number of classes included in the categorical latent variable model by sequentially fitting models from one to more latent classes without any grouping variables or covariates. We then compared the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) across the models (lower values are better). 38 Additionally, we plotted the conditional probabilities for each class and compared the results from the three datasets to validate the model. Together with the BIC and the plots, we used clinical evaluations of the usefulness and face validity to determine the optimal number of classes. After determining the optimal number of classes, we tested for differential item functioning with respect to sex. If differential item functioning with one of the items were statistically significant, they were included in the final model. We initially started the analyses with one model including both women and men with differential item functioning with respect to sex. The 13-class model yielded the lowest BIC. We were, however, not able to identify a model with differential item functioning. Therefore, we determined to stratify our analyses according to sex. The stratified classes were labeled based on which conditions exhibited excess prevalence (i.e., prevalence in class exceeds prevalence in full cohort). We used the entropy-based pseudo-R2 measure to describe the degree of classification uncertainty when assigning individuals into the multimorbid patterns. This measure indicates how precise one can predict class membership based on the observed variables (chronic conditions). The closer these values are to 1 the better the predictions. Due to the large number of parameters estimated in the LCA we used 40,000 random starts and 350 full iterations per set to avoid local maxima of the likelihood function. To estimate the association between healthcare utilization and patterns of multimorbidity we used the two-step estimation of models and external variables. 39 After selecting on the best model, we fixed the parameter estimates from the measurement part of the latent class model using the average of the parameters estimates from the three datasets. We then fitted a latent class regression model with the covariates and tested differences among the multimorbid patterns. To investigate differences in time to death between the multimorbid patterns, we used a proportional hazards model with the parameter estimates fixed. To investigate differences in time to readmission between the multimorbid patterns, we used a proportional hazards model with death as a competing risk. In Mplus version 8 (Muthén & Muthén, Los Angeles, CA) it is not possible to model competing event; therefore, we used modal assignment in which all patients were assigned to a specific multimorbid pattern based on the multimorbid pattern with the highest posterior probability. Level of significance was set at 0.05. Descriptive analyses were done using the SAS 9. 
Results
In total, 129,900 persons aged 65 or more were acutely hospitalized due to a medical illness from 1st of January 2011 until 31st of December 2011 of which 53% were women (Table 1) .
Model Selection
The BIC and entropy are shown in Table 2 . For both sexes, the models with 7, 8, 9, and 10 classes were chosen to be Tables 3 and 4 show prevalence and the estimated conditional probability of having a chronic condition in each of the identified chronic condition patterns. The patterns were labelled based on the prevalence of the included chronic conditions. We found six multimorbid patterns that showed minimal differences between women and men: "Minimal chronic conditions"; "Cardiovascular disorders"; "Neurological and vascular disorders"; "Degenerative and pulmonary disorders"; "Metabolic and cardiovascular disorders"; and "Neuropsychiatric and functional disorders". Overall, the largest pattern was labelled "Minimal chronic conditions" (23% (women) and 25% (men)) and this pattern was characterized by low probabilities compared to the marginal probabilities on all chronic conditions except for cancer (expected number of chronic conditions 2.2 for women and 2.2 for men). In addition, for women, all patients with no or one chronic condition belonged to the "Minimal chronic conditions" pattern. For men, 96% of the patients with no or one chronic condition belonged to the "Minimal chronic conditions" pattern. The second largest pattern was labelled "Cardiovascular disorders" (expected number of chronic conditions 3.7 for women and 3.8 for men. The patterns characterized by the highest expected number of chronic conditions were labeled "Neuropsychiatric and functional disorders" (expected number of chronic conditions 7.4 for women and 7.1 for men). The remaining patterns were labelled "Metabolic and cardiovascular disorders" (expected number of chronic conditions 6.1 for women and 6.3 for men), "Degenerative and pulmonary disorders" (expected number of chronic conditions 4.9 for women and 5.2 for men), and "Neurological and vascular disorders" (expected number of chronic conditions 4.0 for women and 3.9 for men). For men, 2% of the patients with no or one chronic condition belonged to the "Neurological and vascular disorders" pattern. We found two patterns for both men and women that could not be identified at the opposite sex. For women, the first pattern was labelled "Degenerative and mental disorders" (expected number of chronic conditions 5.0) and the second pattern was labelled "Complex multimorbidity" (expected number of chronic conditions 6.6). For men, the first pattern was labelled "Mental disorders" (expected number of chronic conditions 5.1). The second pattern was labelled "Dementia and Parkinson's Disease" for men (expected number of chronic conditions 4.0). In total, 2% of the patients with no or one chronic condition belonged to the "Dementia and Parkinson's Disease" pattern.
Healthcare Utilization
For women, the "Complex multimorbidity" pattern showed the highest healthcare utilization regarding no. of; GP visits, visits at a specialist in private practice, hospitalizations, acute hospitalizations, and visits in outpatient clinics (adjusted for age) compared to the "Minimal chronic conditions" pattern ( Figure 1 ). For men, the "Degenerative and Abbreviations: COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder; SE, standard error.
pulmonary disorders" showed the highest healthcare utilization regarding no. of; GP visits, visits at a specialist in private practice, hospitalizations, and acute hospitalizations (adjusted for age) compared to the "Minimal chronic conditions" pattern ( Figure 2) . The "Neurological and vascular disorders" pattern showed general lower odds of healthcare utilization (adjusted for age) compared to the "Minimal chronic conditions" pattern for both sexes (Figures 1 and 2 ). In general, the highest healthcare utilization was at the GP with mean visits ranging from 8 visits ("Minimal chronic conditions") to 14 visits ("Complex multimorbidity") for women and from 8 visits ("Neurological and vascular disorders") to 14 visits ("Degenerative and pulmonary disorders") for men (Additional file Table S3 and S4). Acute admissions in the year leading up to the index admission ranged from 0.7 ("Minimal chronic conditions" and "Neurological and vascular disorders") to 1.6 ("Neuropsychiatric disorders") for women and from 0.6 ("Neurological and vascular disorders") to 1.5 ("Mental disorders" and "Neuropsychiatric disorders") for men (Additional file Table S3 and S4).
Healthcare Complexity
For women, the patterns "Metabolic and cardiovascular disorders", "Degenerative and pulmonary disorders", and "Complex multimorbidity" showed the highest complexity (adjusted for age) regarding number of different specialists in the primary sector, and in outpatient clinics compared to the "Minimal chronic conditions" pattern ( Figure 3 ). The patterns "Degenerative and mental disorders", "Neuropsychiatric and functional disorders", and "Complex multimorbidity" showed the highest number of different diagnoses at admission (adjusted for age) compared to the "Minimal chronic conditions" pattern ( Figure 3 ). For men, the patterns "Metabolic and cardiovascular disorders", and "Degenerative and pulmonary disorders" showed the highest complexity (adjusted for age) regarding number of different specialists in the primary sector, and in outpatient clinics compared to the "Minimal chronic conditions" pattern ( Figure 3 ). The patterns "Metabolic and cardiovascular disorders", "Mental disorders", "Degenerative and pulmonary disorders" and "Neuropsychiatric and functional disorders" showed the highest number of different diagnoses at admission (adjusted for age) compared to the "Minimal chronic conditions" pattern ( Figure 3) . Out of the top 10% most complex female patients (4913), 20% were in the pattern "Degenerative and pulmonary disorders"; 19% were in "Cardiovascular disorders"; and 17 were in "Complex multimorbidity". Out of the top 10% of most complex male patients (4810), 25% were in the pattern "Metabolic and cardiovascular disorders"; 24% were in "Cardiovascular disorders"; and 15% were in "Degenerative and pulmonary disorders". 
Time to Death and Readmission After an Acute Hospitalization
In total, 5134 (7.5%) women and 5159 (8.4%) men died during their index hospitalization. The differences in time to readmission and time to death for the different patterns of multimorbidity stratified by sex are depicted in Figure 4 . For women, the patterns "Complex multimorbidity"; "Neuropsychiatric and functional disorders"; and "Degenerative and mental disorders" showed the highest mortality within 5 years of discharge among the eight multimorbid patterns (adjusted for age). For men, the patterns "Metabolic and cardiovascular disorders"; "Degenerative and pulmonary disorders"; and "Neuropsychiatric and functional disorders" showed the highest mortality among the eight multimorbid patterns (adjusted for age). Among those who survived their admission, 47,775 (75%) women and 42,669 (76%) men were readmitted within 5 years of discharge. For women, the patterns "Complex multimorbidity"; "Neuropsychiatric and functional disorders"; "Metabolic and cardiovascular disorders"; and "Degenerative and mental disorders" showed the highest cumulative incidence of being readmitted (adjusted for age). For men, the patterns "Mental disorders"; "Neuropsychiatric and functional disorders"; "Metabolic and cardiovascular disorders"; and "Degenerative and pulmonary disorders" showed the highest cumulative incidence of being readmitted (adjusted for age).
Discussion
In a national population of acutely hospitalized older medical patients, we identified eight patterns of multimorbidity based on the presence or absence of 22 chronic conditions in both women and men. Interestingly, our results also show that multimorbid patterns differ in their healthcare utilization and complexity. Notably, the pattern characterized by the highest number of chronic conditions as well as the highest number of expected chronic conditions did not show the highest healthcare utilization or complexity. Although the multimorbid patterns characterized by high numbers of chronic conditions as well as the high numbers Figure 2 Age-adjusted odds ratios for differences in healthcare utilization the last year before an acute hospitalization between patients in the eight multimorbid patterns for men.
of expected chronic conditions did show high levels of healthcare utilization or complexity as well as high risks of readmission and mortality after an acute admission.
The identified patterns of multimorbidity described clinically recognizable patterns of multimorbidity among acutely hospitalized older medical patients. For example, the "Metabolic and cardiovascular disorders" pattern describes the well-established association between diabetes and cardiovascular disorders 40 and the "Degenerative and pulmonary disorders" pattern describes the well-established association between osteoporosis and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). 41 We did not find a pattern that we could classify as "healthy" as other studies have. 21, [42] [43] [44] [45] However, the population in our study was defined as acutely hospitalized older medical patients and therefore likely represents a more vulnerable group. The majority of our sample (23% for women and 25% for men) was classified into the "Minimal chronic conditions" pattern for both sexes and also had the lowest expected number of chronic conditions (2 for women and 2 for men). The pattern had a slightly higher conditional probability of cancer than the marginal probability. The reason for this low expected number of chronic conditions for a pattern with an elevated conditional probability for a serious chronic disease such as cancer might be caused by the definition of the chronic conditions being based on a 10-year prevalence. It is, therefore, possible for a person to have been diagnosed with cancer 7 years ago and being cured for this cancer since then and not otherwise have a chronic condition. Only a handful of studies have investigated multimorbid patterns among older people using LCA and have in general found fewer multimorbid patterns than in the present study. 19, 21, 42, [44] [45] [46] [47] This might be caused by differences in population; study sample; and/or items. Despite these differences, there are however some similarities in the multimorbid patterns. The multimorbid patterns: "Metabolic and cardiovascular disorders"; "Cardiovascular disorders"; "Minimal chronic conditions"; "Neuropsychiatric and functional disorders"; and for women "Complex multimorbidity" were also found in other studies. 19, 21, 42, [44] [45] [46] We found six patterns that showed only minimal differences between sexes, and two patterns showed substantial differences in Figure 3 Age-adjusted odds ratios for differences in healthcare complexity the last year before an acute hospitalization between patients in the eight multimorbid patterns. disease patterns and was therefore labelled differently for women and men. The "Complex multimorbidity" pattern was only found for women. This finding may be caused by the fact that women visit the doctor more often than men 48 and henceforth are diagnosed with more chronic conditions than men, but also by an association between age and number of chronic conditions as women generally live longer than men. 49 We found a pattern of "Dementia and
Parkinson's Disease" for men. The prevalence of Parkinson's Disease is slightly larger for men than for women 50 although in this study the prevalence was similar for women and men. For women, the patients with Parkinson's Disease did not fall into one main pattern but were distributed across patterns. The pattern with the highest conditional probability of Parkinson's Disease did for women also coincide with dementia ("Degenerative and mental disorders").
We found that the pattern with the highest number of chronic conditions as well as the highest number of expected chronic conditions (the "Neuropsychiatric and functional disorders" pattern) only showed a high healthcare utilization in relation to a high number of acute admission, which might be caused by patients from this pattern not being part of one of the disease management programs with many control visits, such as the COPD or the Diabetes program. 51, 52 This finding confirms that the need for a deeper understanding of multimorbidity than just looking at the count of chronic diseases when investigating the effect of multimorbidity on different outcomes. Among the remaining patterns, we did, however, see a tendency towards a higher healthcare utilization as the number of chronic conditions rose. We found a relatively low healthcare utilization among the patterns "Cardiovascular disorders" and "Neurological and vascular disorders" for both women and men. These two patterns share pathophysiology but are also, together with the "Minimal chronic conditions" pattern, the multimorbid patterns with the lowest expected number of chronic conditions. Also, we found a relatively high healthcare utilization and a high expected number of chronic conditions among the patterns "Complex multimorbidity" for women and "Metabolic and cardiovascular disorders" and "Degenerative and pulmonary disorders" for men. This finding is in line with other findings of an association between an increasing number of chronic conditions and a high healthcare utilization. 17, [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] The "Degenerative and mental disorders" pattern for women and the "Mental disorders" pattern for men, both containing the highest conditional probabilities of mental disorders due to alcohol and depression, showed a high healthcare utilization in the secondary sector with many acute hospitalizations compared to the "Minimal chronic conditions" pattern. Together with the high readmission rate as well as the high mortality rate, especially for women, this study highlights the need for increasing the treatment of patients with alcohol-related problems.
Treatment at different primary care physicians and specialists, reflecting the burden of treatment has previously been associated with multimorbidity. 53, 55 Both women and men belonging to the patterns "Metabolic and cardiovascular disorders" and "Degenerative and pulmonary disorders" showed a relatively high healthcare complexity. In Denmark, the responsibility of the management and treatment of COPD and diabetes is currently being transferred from the specialists in the hospital to the GP´s in the primary sector to treat the patients more closely to their home, but also to reduce the treatment burden for the patients. However, studies of the GPs´experience with treating patients with multimorbidity, show that the GPs´experience many barriers. 3, 58, 59 These include structural barriers of short time consultations, which makes it difficult to treat the whole patient and not just one problem. 3, 59 This can be easily dealt with by agreeing on longer consultations and payment hereof. But there are also barriers related to the medical treatment. 3, 58, 59 In Denmark, GPs manage over 80% of all prescribed drugs, 60 however many physicians have difficulties with deprescribing drugs not prescribed by themselves and hence, contribute to an accumulation of prescribed drugs and a complex medical regime for the patient. 61 In this study, the number of redeemed prescriptions ranged from 4 ("Minimal chronic conditions" and "Neurological and vascular disorders") to 17 ("Complex multimorbidity") for women and from 3 ("Neurological and vascular disorders") to 15 ("Degenerative and pulmonary disorders") for men. To gain a successful reorganization of the healthcare system, i.e. relocating tasks from the specialists in the hospital to GP, reprioritization of resources, education, and a closer collaboration between municipalities, GPs and the hospital service are required. 9, 62 In the time after the acute admission, the patterns "Complex multimorbidity"; "Neuropsychiatric and functional disorders"; and "Degenerative and mental disorders" for women showed the highest mortality as well as high cumulative incidence of being readmitted compared to the "Minimal chronic conditions" pattern. For men, the patterns "Metabolic and cardiovascular disorders"; "Degenerative and pulmonary disorders"; and "Neuropsychiatric and functional disorders" showed the highest mortality as well as high risk of being readmitted compared to the "Minimal chronic conditions" pattern. What these multimorbid patterns have in common is a high expected number of chronic conditions, polypharmacy, as well as a high number of acute admissions leading up to the index admission. In addition, both the number of chronic conditions and acute admissions predict mortality among older people. shown that among acutely hospitalized older medical patients the number of admission laboratory results outside the reference interval, representing different organ systems, was strongly associated with mortality. 65 
Strengths and Limitations
The main strengths of this study include the large national unselected population, no risk of recall bias because of the use of detailed and complete register data, and the large spectrum of chronic conditions included. Furthermore, we included data that have been collected prospectively and objectively which increases the validity of the disease classification. There are several limitations in this study. Firstly, it can be difficult to directly compare our findings with the previous studies, as the results are influenced by a number of factors, including the number and type of chronic conditions included, the demographic and underlying risk factors of the population and the way in which data has been obtained. Despite this complexity, however, we have allowed ourselves to compare these results with results found in other western countries. Secondly, we have not included data on the time of diagnosis. Further studies with time included in the analysis could provide more knowledge for use in determining prevention strategies. Thirdly, diagnosis codes from the primary sector would have increased the validity of the disease classification, but in Denmark, no register of ICD-10 codes in the primary sector exists.
However, by including chronic conditions based on drug prescribing information we include patients with chronic conditions only seen in the primary sector, which lower the risk of misclassification. In addition, some ICD-10 codes are not systematically used such as ICD-10 codes for obesity, which can lead to an underestimation and affect the conditional prevalence. However, we do believe that the high conditional prevalence for obesity in the "metabolic and cardiovascular" pattern would be consistent. We used 10 years of history for all the chronic conditions, though it is possible that some chronic conditions diagnosed 10 years ago and not replicated since is not of importance any longer and can lead to risk of misclassification. Fourthly, despite the large sample size and the high number of items in the latent class model, there is still some degree of uncertainty associated with latent class classification as inclusion of other diseases could have led to other classes. However, as ICD-10 codes are grouped across related ICD-10 codes, we are convinced that this issue is of minor importance. Also, by dividing the data into three data sets and performing the LCA separately on all three, we ensured that the results are reproducible. Furthermore, the labeling of the patterns was based on which conditions exhibited excess prevalence. Different ways of labeling could have been used, e.g. based on combinations of chronic conditions within each pattern, which might have resulted in other labels. Therefore, the labels of the patterns should be interpreted with caution. We determined to label the first pattern "minimal chronic conditions" despite the slightly higher conditional probability of cancer, because 1) the majority of patients with no or only one chronic condition belonged to this pattern; 2) the conditional probability of cancer was similar to the conditional probability of cancer in other patterns; and 3) there is a risk of misclassification of cancer as a patient could have been treated for that cancer, and therefore not have a chronic condition at the index admission.
Conclusion
This study identified eight distinct patterns of multimorbidity among both women and men using LCA in a nationally representative sample of acutely hospitalized older medical patients. The multimorbid patterns have the potential to be used in further epidemiological studies on healthcare utilization and complexity as well as treatment and prevention strategies but should be confirmed in other populationbased studies. The eight multimorbid patterns differed in their healthcare utilization and complexity. Besides the fact that multimorbid patterns with high numbers of chronic conditions showed a high mortality and readmission risk in the time after an acute hospitalization, we found that the pattern with the highest number of chronic conditions was not the pattern with the highest healthcare utilization or complexity, which highlights the need for not just investigating multimorbidity by simply counting the number of chronic conditions. High levels of healthcare utilization and/or complexity were found among the multimorbid patterns characterized by high probabilities of the major chronic diseases as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and/or diabetes, both belonging to clinical guidelines with many control visits.
